CFAR Organizational Chart. Diagram shows Penn CFAR for the coming cycle (reflecting Core & SWG structure beginning 7/2023), including new Implementation Science Core, new HIV Communication & Policy SWG, revised HIV Single Cell Reservoirs & Immunology SWG, and revised names for Cores D, E and F. CFAR is a collaboration of three institutions - the University of Pennsylvania, The Wistar Institute, and Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia - which share an integrated, unified campus. The Penn CFAR is administratively housed within the Perelman School of Medicine, one of 12 schools of the University. Leadership of Cores, SWGs, and the governing Executive Committee are indicated, along with their respective institutions or schools (see Overall Organizational Chart). All components are located on the integrated Philadelphia campus, except for the International Core (Core I) that is based in Gaborone, Botswana. **PSOM**, Penn’s Perelman School of Medicine; **CHOP**, Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia; **SON**, Penn’s School of Nursing; **Annenberg**, Penn’s Annenberg School for Communications; **PDPH**, Philadelphia Department of Public Health; **UB**, University of Botswana. Institutions are shown in pink, cores in blue, governing and advisory boards in gold, SWGs in green. Further information is contained in the Core A and Overall sections.